Scriptix speech to text
Language models built and customized by you

- Unique Machine Learning approach
- API’s to integrate in existing workflows
- Add Scriptix speech recognition to Microsoft Video Indexer

What is speech to text?
Automatic Speech Recognition can turn the spoken word into written text automatically. Your audiovisual content will be better accessible. You can use speech to text to: add captions to videos, automatically index your content archives or generate transcripts from meetings.

Why customers choose Scriptix
- All our models can process both file based and in real-time
- We work together with customers and partners to generate the best results
- We put privacy first and delete your data after processing
- We offer both fixed and pay-as-you-go pricing plans

High Accuracy
- Models reach an average accuracy of 90%
- We update all our models on a monthly basis
- We customize models to meet customer specific needs

Real-time and Cloud based
- Real-time algorithms enable live processing
- No restrictions on amount of content processed
- Security and scalability, we put privacy first

Secure, Scalable and Cloud based

Integrate in workflows
- Use our API’s in existing workflows
- Integrate in Microsoft Video Indexer
- Add relevant metadata to your audiovisual content

Create your own speech solution

We are specialists in the field of livestreams for large organizations and public institutions. For example we provide on demand streaming services for municipality meetings. The Scriptix speech to text service helps us in the process of making this content digitally accessible for people suffering from hearing loss. In part triggered by legislation, many organizations are now dealing with digital accessibility and thanks to this partnership we are now able to support them in this area.

- Arthur Brockhoff, CSO, Arbor Media
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